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LUKOIL TRANSMISSION SLY 75W-90 
 

fully synthetic gear oil developed for car gearbox transmissions and transaxle 
systems 

 

APPROVALS 

 

MEETS REQUIREMENTS 

API GL-4+ 
VW 501.50 

 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
 

LUKOIL TRANSMISSION SLY 75W-90 is fully 
synthetic gear oil developed for car gearbox 
transmissions and transaxle systems. It ensures 
optimum gear change comfort even at low winter 
temperatures. 

LUKOIL TRANSMISSION SLY 75W-90 shows 
excellent aging stability and thus longest service 
life for transmissions. 

LUKOIL TRANSMISSION SLY 75W-90 modern 
high performance anti-wear and anti-corrosion 
additives provide a stable lubricant film and best 
extreme pressure-stability.  

LUKOIL TRANSMISSION SLY 75W-90 has low 
viscosity temperature dependency and a low pour 
point which allows easy shifting also at very low 
temperatures. 

 APPLICATION 
 

LUKOIL TRANSMISSION SLY 75W-90 is fully 
synthetic gear oil especially designed for modern 
manual transmissions and transaxle-systems of 
passenger cars and LDTs. Based on synthetic oils it 
provides easy shifting even at very low temperatures 
and prevents from wear also at highest thermal stress. 
Please refer to the manufacturer´s manuals! 

TYPICAL TEST DATA Product number: 583240 

PROPERTY Units 
Test 

methods 
LUKOIL TRANSMISSION SLY 75W-90 

Density at 15 °С kg/m3 DIN 51575 845 

Flash Point COC °C ISO 2592 180 

Viscosity class --- SAE J 306 75W-90 

Viscosity at 40°C mm²/s DIN 51562/T1 88 

Viscosity at 100°C mm²/s DIN 51562/T1 14,6 

Viscosity Index --- DIN ISO 2909 173 

Pourpoint °C DIN ISO 3016 <-51 

 
The information given in the typical data does not constitute a specification but is an indication based on current production and can be 
affected by allowable production tolerances. The right to make modifications is reserved by OOO “LLK-International” 
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